0. Introduction. Let (X, xQ) be a pointed topological space. For each integer n > 1, let X" denote the cartesian product of n copies of X, and define 7 : X" -♦ X" + 1 by ; (xt, ..., x ) = (x., ..., x , xn). Let (X, xn)°° denote the In this paper we give conditions that enable us to construct a contraction on P((X, x0)°°) and then investigate some of the properties possessed by this contraction. Our contraction is defined "map" we mean "continuous function". Given a space X, and an integer « > 1, X" denotes the cartesian product of 72 copies of X. We let / denote [0, l], R the reals, and Q the Hilbert cube. We will regard Q as the countable product of the interval [-1, l] and, when convenient, will regard Q as a pointed space with base point (0, 0, -). If X = (X, xQ) is a pointed space, we let P(X) = \f e C(X)|/(xQ) = xQ 1, and let OPiX), EPiX), CEPiX), and HPiX) denote O(X) n P(X), E(X) D P(X), CEiX) n P(X) and H(X) n P(X), respectively.
If F is a topological vector space, we regard F as a pointed space with base point 0. We let LiF) = {/ e C(F)|/ is linear!.
If (X, xQ) is a pointed space, we define j : X" -» X" * (as in the introduction) by jnixy, • • •, xj = (x,, ..., xn, xQ), and let (X, x0)°° = inj lim |(Xn, jj\, the direct limit of the sequence X1_ÍUX2_XX3JX....
We regard (X, xA°° as consisting of all sequences x = (x., x., x,, ••.) of elements of X where all but finitely many of the x. are xQ. For each n > 1 we identify X" with X" x |x0 i x |x0! x ... C (X, x0)°°. Then a set V C (X, x0)°° is open if and only if V n X" is open in X" for every n. We regard (X, x.)00 as a pointed space with base point (x., xn, • • • ). Except where clarity demands otherwise, we will usually write Xo0 for (X. x0)°°.
If B is a Banach space, B will denote the conjugate (or dual) of B, and B ib ) will denote B with its bounded weak-topology.
We use the abbreviation "TVS" for "topological vector space" and "c-o" for
"compact-open". We use " s " to denote "is homeomorphic to". If X is a space and A C X, then A denotes the closure of A in X.
II. Statement of results.
The following definition will be useful.
Definition.
A pointed space (X, xQ) will be said to have the direct limit product property (hereafter abbreviated DLPP) if sets of the form (0 j x Ö, x • • • ) n (X, x0T°, where each G. is open in X, form a basis for the topology of (X. x0)°°.
Given an arbitrary pointed space (X, xQ), the map Xo0 -♦ X x Xo0 given by (x,, x2, x,, ...) I-» (x , ix2, x,, •••)) need not be a homeomorphism. Indeed, in the first remark in §111 we show that this is the case when X is a separable Hubert space. The proofs in this paper work only when such maps are homeomorphisms, and we insure this by hypothesizing that our spaces have the DLPP. The following proposition, proven in §111, shows that having the DLPP is closely related to being locally compact.
Proposition II-1. (a) Any locally compact,, pointed space has the DLPP.
(b) // (X, xQ) is paracompact and first countable, then (X, xQ) has the DLPP if and only if X is locally compact.
The basic advantage that the hypothesis of having the DLPP has for us over the hypothesis of being locally compact is that the nonlocally compact spaces Q°° and R°° both have the DLPP (see Corollary III-3. Note that this gives a round-about proof that ¡2°° and P.00 are not first countable). Thus, in the proof of Theorem II-4 in §IV we can apply Theorem II-2 below with X = 2°° and X = R°°. 
If cfo is an invertible isotopy we say cp and cfo, are invertibly isotopic.
Given a pointed space (X, xQ), let p denote the homeomorphism on X°° given by p(xj, x2, xy x4, ...) = (x2, Xj, xy x4, ...).
Theorem II-2. Let (X, xQ) be a pointed space having the DLPP and assume that there is a homotopy cf>: Xo0 x / -» X00 with qoQ = id, cSj = p, and cf>t e P(X°°)
for every tel. Then The proof of Theorem II-2 is given in §111. Now let (X, x0), cfo: X°° x / -Xo0 and ¥ be as in Theorem II-2. Let A be a space and a: A x X00 -» Xo0 a map such that for every a e A, aia, • ) e PiX°°).
Define y: A x X00 x / -X00 by yia, x. t) . m(<x(a, • ), f)(x). Note that yU x, 0) = a(zz, x) and y(zj, x, 1) = x. Define ÖZ: A x Xo0 -»Ax Xo0 and y: A x X°° x,/ -• A x Xo0 x / by ä (zz, x) = (a, a(z2, x)), and yia, x, t) = ia, yia, x, t), t).
Theorem II-3. Let (X, xQ), cfo, A, a, y, a, and y be as above, and assume that either A is locally compact or that A x Xo0 z's za k-space. Theorem II-3 is proved in §111.
Applying Theorems II-2 and II-3 to topological vector spaces, we obtain the following in §IV.
Theorem 11-4. Let F be a TVS such that F S Xo", where X is a pointed, locally compact space. Then there is a contraction A: C(F) x I -* C(F) of C (F) to the identity map on F such that Aif ° g, t) = A(/, /) ° A(g, t), all g, f € CiF)
and t e I, and such that A simultaneously contracts PiF), 0(F), E(F), CE(F),
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and /7(F). Further, let A be a space such that A x F is a k-space, and let a: A x F -» F èe a map. Tèen the function 2I:AxFx/-»AxFx/ defined by ÎI(a, x, r) = (a, A(a(a, • ), t)ix), t) is continuous. Define a:AxF-*AxF by ä (a, x) = (a, a(a, x)). // ä is an open embedding, resp. closed embedding, homeomorphism, then so is ÏÏ. Finally, if X is a TVS and F = X00, then the contraction A above also contracts LiF).
Remark. The hypotheses on F in Theorem II-4 imply that F is a ¿-space and that F S F x F (by Corollary III-l since X00 S (X x X)°°). Thus, the hypothesis that A x F be a ¿-space is satisfied, for example, when A is locally compact (see Lemma III-7) or when A is a closed subset of F.
The following corollary is analogous to Lemmas 2.3 and 4.1 of [4] . Along with Theorem II-6 below, it will be used in a future paper by the author to show that locally trivial bundles and microbundles with fiber R°° or B ib*), B a separable, infinite-dimensional Banach space, are trivial.
Corollary H-5. Let F be a TVS such that F SS X00, where X = (X, xQ) is a pointed, locally compact space. Let A be any space such that A x F is a kspace, and let r¡: A -» / be continuous. is not closed in ¡2 x IT. Thus, ß is not a homeomorphism.
As indicated in §11, the arguments of this paper require that such maps X00 -► X x X°° be homeomorphisms, and we insure this by hypothesizing that X has the DLPP.
The following corollary of II-l has also been proved by R. Palais in [8, p. 120]. Corollary III-3. // (X, xQ) is locally compact, then X°° has the DLPP, and (X00)00 z's homeomorphic to X .
Proof of Hl-3. Using Cantor's diagonalization we obtain a bijection ß: Xo0
Then j8 is continuous, since ß restricted to X" is continuous, each 72. For each 72, let ß~ denote j8~ restricted to (Xo0)". Then ß~ will be continuous if each ß~ is continuous. By Corollary 111-2, ß" will be continuous if ßr estricted to (X )" is continuous for each k. But this is clear, since Corollary III-2 also implies that (X )n, as a subspace of (X00)00, has the natural product topology determined by X. Thus, (Xo0)00 S Xo0.
To see that X°° has the DLPP, note first that X has the DLPP by Proposi- Remark. Thus, for example, Q °° and R°° have the DLPP, (Q00)00 ~ Q°°a nd (R00)00 s R00.
Lemma IIJ-4. If iff. S x [0, 1] -• S is a homotopy of a space S, then if, t) -> iffi-, t) °f and if, t) -tfotfri-, t) are homotopies CiS) x I -»C(S).
Proof of III-4. The proof of the lemma given by Renz in [9] applies to this more general situation, provided we change "g(X) C MÍ^il^ £ Kni" to read "g(K)C \JWk\ke K0!". Lemma HI-6. Given (X, xA, any compact subset of X°° z's contained in X", some n.
Proof of III-6. Let K C X°° be such that K £ Xn, any n. Then there is a sequence |n.| with n.+. >n. and a sequence \k.\ suchthat k. £ X l\X ' .
Then \k.\ has no limit point. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass property K cannot be compact.
Proof of Theorem H-2. We will define the contraction on P(X°°) x [0, »] rather than on P(X°°) x /. Since X has the DLPP, it is clear that p is a homeomorphism. Given / £ P(X°°) and n > 1, define f" by /" = p~ Hid x f)pn £ P(X°°). Explicitly, /"to -(/(»"to),,.
• •, finnix))n_y, xn, fin"ix))n,... ), from which it is easily seen that our /" is analogous to the one used by Renz in [9] . We show that / -» /" is a continuous map of P(X°°) into P(X°°). Let K C X°° be compact, and let U = (f7 y x U x ---) O Xo0 be a basic open subset of Xo0. Let P(K, {/) = {/ e P(X°°)|/(/<) C t/j. Then sets of the form PiK, U) form a subbasis for the c-o topology of P(X°°) (see [5, p. 264] ). Let /" £ PiK, U).
Let 77,: X x Xo0 -► X and 772: X x X°° -► X°° be projections. Note that
Thus, if g £ Pirr2pniK), rr^^U)), then (id x g)ipniK)) C PjiM), so that gn £ PiK, U). It follows that /-»/"is continuous.
Let <p: X00 x / -» X°° be the hypothesized homotopy with rp0 = id, cSj = p. 
Note that cfoni., n + 1) °f o<pn(., n + l) = /"+1 = <p"+I(-, n + l) o/n+1 o <p"+1(-, n + l) and <D(/, i) e P(x°°), so that $ is well-defined. Since / -» /" is continuous, $ restricted to P(X°°) x [1, °°) will be continuous provided if", t) -* $(/, t) is continuous. But if", t) -» $(/, /) is the composite of (/, t) h+ (tp"(., t) of, /) and ig, t) -»g o<p"(., r), both of which are continuous by Lemma III-4.
We proceed to show that 3> is continuous at oo. Let /= <£>(/, oo) e PiK, U),
where K C X is compact and Í7 = (í/. xí/.x--.) O X°° isa basic open set in Xo0. We find (and this is sufficient) a neighborhood of (/, oo) ¡n P(X°°) x [l,oo] that is mapped by $ into PiK, U). Note, by Lemma III-6, that K u /(X) C XN for some zV. Then /(X) C XN O U implies that xQ e Un for tz > N + 1. Let
Note that / € PiK, U').
We continue via a series of steps: $(g. t) = rp"(., z) °g" °cp"(., t). Let k £ KC XN. Then <p" restricted to Xw is the identity, so 1>(g, i)U) = <p"(., ¿)(g"to) = <p"(., t)(g(A)lf..., gik)n_y, xn,g(/e)n,...) = (gU),»-• •. gto"_,. <M(*0> r(g(*))), t -n)).
Since g £ V and n > M, we know from step (iii) that igik)y,-•., «(*)".,, zrVUxo, T (g(£))), f -n)) £ U'.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since 7 e P"(XX) and $"("/, tz + 1) = ("f)" + 1 = "+1/. we see that ¥ is well defined. To show that Î1 restricted to P(X°°) x [0, oo) is continuous, it is sufficient to prove that / -> "f is continuous as a map of P(X°°) into P(X°°). But, since f -* f" is continuous, this is an easy inductive argument.
We proceed to show that ï* is continuous at oo. Let P(K, U) be a subbasic neighborhood of id in P(X°°), where K is compact and (/ = (l/. xi/,X"«)l X°°.
Since id £ P(K, U), KCU. By Lemma III-6, KCU HXN, some zV. Fix n>N, and let / e P(X°°), t e (n. n + l], and k e K. Then, <P(/, t) (k) = $n("A i)(*) = $("A * ')(k), where /' e [j, / + l], / > 72 + 1 > N + 1, = cfoA>,t')oi"fyocfo\.,t')ik) = cf,j(., t')("f(k)l,'" , nf(k)n_v nf(k)n,>->), since k eX", = cfo'(-, t')ikl,"-,kN,xQ,x0,...) = k.
Thus, T(P(X°°) x (¿V, oo]) C PiK, U), and W is continuous at oo. Since <F(/, 0) = 0° i°f, 0) -f, W contracts P(X°°) to id, and we have proven (a) of Theorem II-2.
Statement (b) of Theorem II-2 follows from the observation that if cfoi., t) and / are elements of OPiX°°), resp. EPiX°°), CEPiX00), //P(X°°), then so are cp"i-, t), /" = p;lo(idx/)°p" and "f = X~l °(id x /) ° A^. be a contraction such that *(/ °g. i) = *(/, i) ° W(g, i). Clearly, this f will also simultaneously contract the spaces 0PiX°°), £P(X°°), CEPiX00) and f/P(X°°).
This completes the proof of Theorem II-2.
In preparation for the proof of Theorem II-3 we establish a few additional lemmas.
Lemma III-7 [5, p. 263]. Let X be a k-space and Y a locally compact space.
Then X x Y is a k-space. 
This is clear.
Assume now that Y x Xo0 is a £-space. By Lemma II-6, any compact subspace of Y x X°° is contained in Y x X , some k, and the assertion of Lemma III-8 follows.
Lemma III-9. Let f e P(X°°), and let f" be defined as in the proof of Since y(a, x, t) = rpr(("a(a, • ))r(x), <5(z)), we will thus have yia, x, t) £ U provided [rp'(("a(a, -))Hx), Sit))\ = #(*". T¿"<*a' ' ) to)), Sto ~r)y€ Uf.
Define £ A x X* x / -Xo0 by
Ilia, x, t) = (<p((x0, Tyinaia, -) to)), t\, <piixQ,T2("a(a,. )(x))), {)j,... ). To see that y is continuous at r = 00, simply note that y restricts to the identity on A x X* x ik, 00]. This completes the proof that y is continuous.
Note (see the proof of Theorem II-2(c)) that if <p is an invertible isotopy, and if iff is constructed using <K/, t) = <p"( •, t)~1 0/^0 rpn( ., /), a proof similar to the one above establishes that y is continuous. The basic change is to redefine T as was done in the proof of statement (c) in Theorem H-2. ia, x, t) -* (a, cpA . , n(t))(x), t),
and (a, x, t) -» (a, cfo'i . , n(t))~X(x), t). 
Now, if / £ EPiX°°), then f* -P~ Hid x f)pn and "/ = X~ Hid x f)Xn ate also in EPiX°°), and, on their respective domains, (/")" ' = (/" ')" and ("/)" 1 = "(/" ').
Thus, for every (a, x, /) £ yiA x X00 x [0, oo]), y~lia,
where, for t £ in, n + 1],
and £ia,x,n) = iniaia,-)-l))ix).
Proceeding as with y, Ç is shown continuous on (dorn Ç) Ci (A x X xin, n + l]), for every n > 0. To prove that C is continuous at n, again proceed as before using the definition of r: X°° x[n, n + l] -»Xo0 appropriate for our ^ and defining 77: dom 77 C A x X* -♦ X00 by 77(3, x) = "iaia, • )" l)ix), where for every a £ A.
(dorn 77) n i\a\ x Xk) = ¡a! x dom("(a(a, . )~!)) n Xk = ¡ai x (im "aia, . )) fl X*.
Again 77 is continuous, and there are neighborhoods G y oí b in A and G2 of y in X* such that r)((dom 77) D (Gj x G2)) C V*. Choose e < f j as before, and let (a, x, t) £ (Gj xû2xk» + e)) n dorn £ = (Gj x G2 x [n, n + f)) n Im y. To proceed, we now need to know that
To see this, observe that (a, x, t) £ Im y implies, provided < 7^ n (the case / = n is easier), that
some z e X°°. Since n(i) >N + l>/«+l, and x e X*, The proof of (d) is analogous to the proof of (a) above, and we omit it. Condition (f) is the same as (c), which has already been established. Theorem (Anderson [1] ). Every homeomorphism between two Z-sets of Q can be extended to a homeomorphism of Q itself.
We take the following definitions and theorem from C. Bessaga and A.
Pe^czynski in [3] .
Definition. Given a convex subset W of a Fréchet space, then rint W = {w eW\ if x eW, then w + Aw -x) e W tot some e > 0!.
It follows that if 0 e tint W, then rint W = \cw\w e W and 0 < c < I}.
Definition. Qo<jd = ¡|x¿! e Q\xi = 0 for even ¿i.
Theorem (Bessaga and PeJ^czynski [3] ). Let K be an infinite-dimensional, compact convex subset of a Fréchet space such that 0 e rint X. Then for every a e (0, 1) the set aK is a Z-set in K, and the pair (K, aK) is homeomorphic to to the pair (Q, Q^). 
